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HISTORICALLY, PAIRING UP 1176s has never
been easy. Of course, there was the 1178, but
to many this never sounded quite as good as

the best 1176s, and the two channels shared Ratio
selection and Attack and Release knobs — not ideal for
dual mono use. Joining two 1176s for stereo operation
is possible by using the 1176SA stereo adaptor tucked
into the back of the rack and mounting a stereo switch
somewhere on the rack — a fiddly maintenance job.
These worked fine, and UA have even reissued the SA
bodge box. However, when linked in such a way, the
meters look completely bizarre, always different on the
two units. And of course, finding a matched pair of
original 1176s is a nearly impossible feat.

Now, all those problems seem to have been solved
with the 2-1176. It somehow manages to look even older
than the original 1176 FET design, more like a valve 176
with its black knobs and etched front panel plates. It feels
like a properly engineered piece of equipment, it is suitably
weighty, and beautifully finished.

The two channels are crammed side by side, divided
by the large Power toggle with accompanying blue
light, and smaller toggles for Link or Dual modes, and
overall Bypass. The last of these is slightly misleading,
as in fact it operates in the same way as the channels’
1:1 ratio setting, in that the signal passes through the
electronics with no compression. As with the click-stop
bypass on the Attack knob of the 1176LN, the Input
and Output knobs are still active. This is a useful mode
to have — the tone of the 1176 adds character even
when not compressing — but a true hard-wire bypass
would have been more use than duplicated functions.

All other controls are rotary, with familiar Attack and
Release knobs, Input and Output knobs now featuring
ranges of 0 to 10, and rotary switches for Meter and

Ratio. The meter now has just two modes, Gain
Reduction and +4 Output Level i.e. a meter reading of
0VU corresponds to +4dBm. The Ratio knob includes
the aforementioned 1:1 ratio for individual channel
bypass, and the familiar 4, 8, 12, and 20:1 ratios. At
furthest right, the wacky but sometimes useful ‘All’
(British Mode) setting is provided. Making it ‘official’
takes some of the anarchistic fun out of using that
mode, but this is a whole lot more convenient than
trying to make all the buttons stay in. It still sends the
meter wild and still sounds great, particularly on drum
ambience, although it doesn’t seem quite as distorted as
older units.

On the rear, audio connections are XLR. There is no
way to access the detector circuit for surround use, but
there is a slightly unexpected bonus in the shape of a
pair of rocker switches for changing the input
impedance of each input. This feature is popular on
mic amps when matching microphones, but it is a nice
surprise to find here. The regular position is 600ohm,
but there is a 15kohm position that adds a lovely
touch of added brightness in some instances — just
when you are looking to make that vocal cut through
the mix a bit more.

In use, the ratio knob is very stiff to change, and the
knobs are a bit scrapey compared to the nice gluey feel
of the old originals (I don’t suppose we need wonder
what that was down to. Ed). And the smaller level
knobs do seem a bit fiddly at first. Also, the small meters
are a bit more frisky, and more importantly, the sound
definitely seems a bit cleaner, lacking the old fuzzy honk
of vintage units with components that have aged.

Transient response seems faster, and the overall
character is cleaner, although it still squashes as you
might expect, and still has that rich middle. As I

found with the 6176, I think it probably sounds
slightly different to the reissued 1176LN too, but I
didn’t have one to compare. The circuit has
undoubtedly changed in order to squeeze it into the
small space. I wonder if these will grow old as
gracefully as the LN models.

It still sounds terrific though, and as ever it is top of
my list for compressing vocals and drums, and is also
now viable as a fantastic mix bus compressor. I have
to say that I miss the full-size meters of the 1176 and
1178, it’s a great pity they couldn’t have made them
just a bit bigger here. The impedance switching is a
lovely extra to have, and ideally they should have put
those switches on the front, as it really is something
you might want to play with in use and is a bonus
‘tweak’ that the 1176LN has never featured.

This is a beautiful unit, a true classic, solidly built,
and sure to become a mainstay of all kinds of studio
setups. Remarkably, the price (£1995+VAT) is about
the same as the original price of the mono 1176LN
when reissued about 3 years ago. The 1176 has long
been a favourite of audio professionals, and the 2-1176
will surely enhance and further that reputation. ■

Universal Audio 2-1176
It had to happen, of course. Having shoe-horned an 1176 into half of the 6176 model,

Universal Audio has done the inevitable and put a pair of new-style half-size 1176s in to

one 2U box. GEORGE SHILLING
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Classic 1176 sound; proper stereo/dual
operation (at last!); impedance
switching.

Smaller level knobs and tiny meters; not
sonically identical to 1176LN; no hard-
wire bypass; rear panel switches
inconvenient.

The Universal Audio 2192 ‘master digital
audio interface’ is aimed at high quality

acquisition and mastering. It offers
concurrent stereo analogue to digital and
digital to analogue conversion together
with a Word clock generator. There’s also
support for sampling rates up to 192kHz,
sub-clocking and over-clocking, and
transcoding between digital formats, for
example between 192kHz AES-EBU and
192kHz ADAT S-MUX.
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